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POST SERIAL

‘Some people lie, some tell the truth’
The year before I killed my wife, I’d been in
China on a Stanford alum travel study program
that took us out along the Silk Road.

It was fascinating to make stops on this ancient
trade route — now thousands of years old — and
speculate on how the cultures of East and West
might have mingled through traders, before there
was much recorded history to document it.
Chinese artifacts have been found in pre-Christian Rome. Does that mean that there were influences, for example, from Hindu and Buddhist
theology that penetrated into Palestine, and
influenced the proto-Christians with a suggestion
that human beings loosen their grip on the material world?
I’d gone on that trip to China by myself. Carla,
as usual was busy. Her work was always demanding; and her affair with someone named David,
who apparently was half her age, was heating up.
‘12 Angry Men’ in Mandarin
In Beijing I saw a Mandarin-language stage
production of the 1950s American teleplay “12
Angry Men” at a local dramatic arts center.
My Mandarin was poor, but I downloaded “12
Angry Men” and re-read it on my phone the night
before the performance, so I was familiar with the
line-by-line story, and was able to follow it closely.
The Chinese audience seemed fascinated by
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“Or what we don’t want to believe, or don’t
want to remember,” she said.
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this 1950s American rule-of-law story. At the start
of the play, a jury exits the courtroom and begins
deliberations in a murder trial.
Eleven jurors are ready to convict the man.
Only one juror holds out. By the play’s end, however, that one holdout has persuaded the others
of the defendant’s innocence, and they all vote to
acquit.
I was hoping for this sort of reversal in my trial.
The difference in my case, of course, was that I
was guilty. I had murdered my wife.
I met again with the Russian detective from the
Palo Alto Police Department. “Memory is a funny
thing,” I said.
“Whose memory is a funny thing?” she said.
Memories are subjective
“It’s so subjective,” I said. “We think back on
something in the past, how it’s all colored by our
prejudices — what we want to believe, what we
want to remember.”

“Exactly,” I responded. “That’s what I’m saying. You ask two people to recount an event they
were at, and you get two different stories.”
“Some people lie,” the detective said, “and some
people tell the truth.”
“That’s not what I mean.” I said. “People can
report accounts that contradict each other, with
each believing that she is telling the truth.”
Finding the truth
“That’s what the courts are for,” she said. “To
sort it out.”
“You’re missing my point,” I said.
“I’m not missing your point,” she said. “I just
disagree with you.”
I looked at her. I didn’t want to press my luck.
“It must be challenging being a police officer,” I
said. “Trying to get the truth out of people.”
She just walked away.
Tomorrow: Episode 29. Only four more episodes left. To catch up on previous episodes, go
to johnangellgrant.com.
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